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1. Introduction

A central issue in the utilization of nuclear energy is a preven-
tion of a major release and widespread dispersal of radioactive
material during malfunctions of the cooling system or other aux-
iliary equipment where radioactive material is accumulated. The
power reactors are designed with several safety features, engi-
neered to cope with the consequences of possible failures or mal-
functions. These engineered safety features are interrelated,re-
sulting in a complex system to retain radiation and radioactive
material. The processes within this system can be characterized
primarily as.fluiddynamic iri nature, however ,they are coupled with
other phenomena such as heat conduction and structural mechanics.
In a fashion similar to other disciplines such as chemical engi-
neering, we prefer to investigate these phenomena in "small scale""
experiments and transform results to large scale units. In nuclear
engineering, however, we are faced with the fact that most of the
engineered safety features designed to cope with accident situa-
tions have never been used in full scale, because the anticipated
accidents have never happened. Hence the validity of our "model
laws" is still to be proven. Other engineered safety features,
which are used under normal operating conditions have shown the ca-
pability to work as envisaged.

Full scale experiments of engineered safety features under accident
situations are impracticable because of the nature of the problem,
Therefore we must give attention to the "model laws" which justify
the conclusion that our design is proper when based on small scale
experiments. Because most of the. anticipated accident situations
are transient in nature, these scaling laws are very important.
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The following remarks are made primarily with respect to trie in-
terpretation of scaled two-phase-flow-model-experiments where
strong interrelations to heat conduction and/or structural mechan-
ics are taken into account, when relevant.
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2. Applicability of Dimensional Analysis

A very early attempt has been made by Edwards /1/ to apply a clas-
sical dimensional analysis* for the definition of factors affecting
the extrapolation of two-phase model tests to full size reactor
circuits. Due to the complexity of two-phase-flow phenomena he con-
cluded that single-phase scaling laws are only applicable :Lf the
two-phase mixture was completely homogeneous and the phases were
in thermal equilibrium. Even the subcooled decompression phase of
a pressurized water reactor (PWR) in case of a loss of coolant
accident (LOCA) may not be amenable to the classical method of
scaling by groups of dimensionless influence parameters because of.
the difficulty to simulate the two-phase outlet flow. In many cases
it may not even be possible to ascertain pessimistic predictions
of the behaviour of the PWR when the results of model tests are
applied to reactor accident situations. It will depend greatly on
which aspect of an accident the designer is examining. It is con-
sidered essential to understand the fundamental process involved,
so .that the effects of simplifying assumptions are understood.

These principal problems have been confirmed since 1969 by numerous
later investigations concerning the description of processes in-
volved in two-phase-flow. Most recently Chesters /2/ discussed the
applicability of dynamic similarity criteria to two-phase-flows
for geometrically similar arrangements of gas-liquid flow without
mass transfer. His positive conclusion for systems of gas-liquid
without mass transfer illustrated the difficulties envisaged for
a more general application of dynamic similarity criteria to steam-
water flows which are characterized by mass transfer and possible
velocity discontinuities at the interface.

The necessity to keep at least the following six dimensionless
groups

- gas to liquid density ratio ° g a s

Sliquid .:**,

- gas to liquid dynamic viscosity ratio

- Euler Number Eu = — — —

- Weber Number We = 9*~ w

- Froud Number Fr = —r—

- Reynolds Number Re =

"I gas

VI liquid

U'L

identical along with geometric similarity for the relative "simple
cases" of Chesters examples leads to the strong assumption that
the concept of dynamic similarity criteria fails completely for the
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case of transient two-phase-flow of steam-water-mixtures. In spe-
cific this conclusion is valid for heterogeneous systems when
thermodynamic and/or mechanical nonequi1ibrium processes between
phases and/or surrounding structures are of importance. Examples
for such extremely complicated situations are

- a fast closing check valve of a feed water line and its
behaviour "as-desigried" after a postulated rupture of this
line

- the effect of total collapse of a steam bubble in cold
water and its interaction with the confining structure

- the quenching of fuel bundles after a LOCA and its inter-
relation with coolant injection during the emergency core
cooling process

- the formation of a two-<-phase-flow jet of high pressure
water and its behaviour in a low pressure atmosphere.

Nevertheless, a large number of tests are carried out in these or
other similar areas of interest and the experimental results ob-.
tained during these tests have to be interpreted- with respect to
its meaningfulness for large scale equipment. What are the rules
to be followed for interpretation and which tools are available to
understand experimental observations?

The most promising recommendation in answering this question today
is the use of highly sophisticated analytical two-phase flow mod-
els. Such models describe effects which are observed in transient
experiments by different approaches which may be classified :tnto

- lumped parameter method

- one-dimensional description by partial differential equations

- network or multi-dimensional partial differential equations

with carefully selected boundary conditions.

Furthermore computer codes describe the functional relationship of
several physical unit processes involved in the behaviour of
complicated systems. Such unit processes are

- two-phase fluiddynamics

- vaporisation and condensation

- heat transfer and heat conduction

- structure mechanics response. • .

Applying such codes to reactor safety problems we inherently
assume .that the functional relationship between involved physical
processes - as described in these codes - is invariant to the
scale of the system. This is illustrated in linear dimensions of
scaling in fig. 1 which shows the ratio of functional relation-
ships described in a computer model to those presumably present
in reality of nature as function of scaling.
3?M symbolically indicates interrelations of various physical proc-
esses described within a computer model linking the response of
any interesting variable to a given local ov global disturbance of

I
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a system. F R stands for equivalent processes involved in an experi-
ment or in the reactor. FR/F^J = 1 means agreement or identical
functional relationships of interesting parameters prevailing in
the experiment and simulated by the analysis. Dots in fig. 1 indi-
cate the result of such comparisons observed e.g. for systems ex-
periments.

Fig. 2 illustrates in logarithmic scale of the dimensions of a
systems experiment a better resolution of FR/FJJ. Fig. 2 shows where
we have to position various experimental test facilities designed
to investigate systems behaviour under conditions assumed typical
for LOCA situations. The largest test facilities beeing the LOFT
reactor and the HDR facility.
Systematic developmental or independent verification of experiments
with the aid of computer codes co'.'ld provide us with information
about scaling effects. This finally may justify the extrapolation
of experimental observations for the remaining one or two magni-
tudes of scaling.

Rather than going into details of basic formulations utilized in
one or another two-phase fluiddynamic code or repeating lengthy
program-descriptions the following remarks should illustrate some
requirements to be fulfilled for successful interpretation of ex-
perimental observations with the aid of transient code descriptions.

3. Code Requirements

A number of different codes are presently available to describe .
fluiddynamic processes in combination with heat conduction proc-
esses as boundary conditions (e.g. fuel and behaviour, temperature
of structures) or in combination with structure dynamic response
conditions {e.g. loading on pressure vessel internals, containment
structure response). Well known codes in this context are RELAP,
BRUCH, DRUFAN, DAPSY, ZOCO, COFLOW, BEACON /3 - 9/ etc. Most of
these codes offer a variety of options and possibilities to de-
scribe arbitrary configurations for loads and flow paths together
with more or less sophisticated descriptions of boundary conditions.

These codes primarily have been developed to describe the expected
behaviour of full size reactor systems. Most recently these codes
are subject to systematic check calculations oriented on small
scale experiments.
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On the other hand small scale experiments are much stronger in-
fluenced by atypical boundary conditions than, large scale experi-
ments. In some circumstances this fact requires a very sophisti-
cated treatment of governing boundary conditions in order to avoid
misinterpretation of experimental observations. "Code tuning" frequent-
ly' seenis to be ^ the wrong consequence of non-satisfactory compari-
sons between theory and experiment. The critical .mass flow rate
correction factor Cp applied to non-properly used semi-empir'ical
correlations for critical discharge rates may be identified as one
of the most important "tuning factors" in the past. Examples de-
scribed in the next paragraph show that a better description of
boundary conditions results in a satisfactory agreement between
calculated and measured parameters and eliminate the need for
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"code tuning" by arbitrarily chosen tuning factors.

A fluiddynamic code applied to small scale experiments should show
its usefulness -independent of scaling dimensions. This is only
possible if sufficient flexibility exists in simulating the specif-
ic conditions typical of each individual experimental facility.
Some observations may be worth being mentioned:

- A code containing subroutines describing heat conduction or
structure dynamics processes may offer a great number of
options and much flexibility in its arrangement of geometric
data. However attention must be given to the question of
compatibility of options and chosen geometric simulations
with respect to the implicit violation of certain physical or
numerical rules. One physical rule which shouid be followed
is the second law of thermodynamics. From the point of view
of numerical solution provided by a code the use of different
sets of options should not result in a rigorous change of the
characteristic eigenvalues of fluiddynamic equations. As an
example, the introduction of the fuel temperature calculations
together with the simulation of the blowdown process within
one single code was acompanied by many unexpected difficul-
ties /4/.' In specific the utilization of empirical heat trans-
fer correlations - mostly derived from steady state experi-
ments - for transient situations influences the whole system
of coupled differential equations {pressure, enthalpy, mass,
mass flow, fuel temperatures, heat addition rates to the
coolant) in the direction to a more unstable behaviour, which
can directly be recognized from its eigenvalues. If such
checks on behaviour of eigenvalues are continuously performed
the occurence of incompatibility of options may be recognized
very early. A discussion of the relevance of the observed
change in eigenvalue behaviour in most cases reveals situations
which violate physical laws.

- A code may be designed and programmed in a clear modular way,
however, offering less flexibility with respect to the use
of options or arrangement of geometric situations. Sometimes
such codes however provide excellent possibilities to add
specific modules for the description of particular boundary
conditions typical for small scale experimental facilities
and large scale units. The basic code does not need to be very
sophisticated in terms of the offered options. In so far the
danger of incompatibility of used options is small, the limit-
ed accuracy of the code results may correspond to the limited
possibilities which measurement techniques offer in the field
of fluiddynamics for comparison with analysis.

- Lumped parameter codes may be useful in obtaining overall
answers on the more general behaviour of systems. This may
be characterized in terms of pressure-time functions," energy-
release rates on a long term basis or a very rough description
of characteristic temperatures of the system. Wether this'
type of code may be usefully applied in analytical verification
work depends largely on the kind of instrumentation used in
the experimental facility. An overall type of measurement
should in any case be compared with an overall kind of analyti-
cal simulation.

¥•
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-• In the case where detailed questions are to be investigated
within an accurate experiment it is useful to apply codes
which give detailed answers on local parameters. These types
of codes are profitably used in any case where a parameter
has been measured locally and can only be compared with a
locally calculated result relevant for the experimental
situation. This requires the application of highly.sophisti-
cated one- or multi-dimensional fluiddynamic codes which
facilitate direct comparisons and allow above all the intro-
duction of an adequate treatment of experimental boundary
conditions.

4. Simulation of Boundary Conditions

The following paragraphs give some examples of the necessity to
describe technical boundary conditions of an experiment in great
detail.

4.1 Primary System Depressurization Experiments

Preservation of coolable geometries is a prerequisite to.guarantee
successful emergency core cooling in case of loss of coolant acci-
dents (LOCA). Several experimental activities are in progress to
demonstrate the adequacy of the design of pressure vessel internals
under LOCA conditions. Interaction of the fluid with the structure
is a characteristic feature of this problem. Which modelling
aspects should be applied in the design of a "representative"
experiment?

Certainly full scale simulation would be considered "representative"
from the designer's point of view. Still there remains the ques-
tion of how many different experiments must be carried out to cover
a sufficiently large part of imaginable initiating rupture events.

From the practical standpoint both a considerable reduction in size
of the facilities and the number of envisaged experiments is
mandatory.

A pressure wave propagation experiment has two characteristic
physical features:

- the pressure wave propagates within a one- or a two-phase fluid

- the mechanical response of the involved structures due to forces
is a consequence of local or global pressure differences.

Both phenomena are very strongly couple'd during the sub-cooled
"one-phase" portion of a LOCA and less strongly during the re-
maining two-phase portion of the blow down. Unfortunately,modelling
requirements for structural response are different from modelling
requirements for the fluiddynamic problem. Thus sophisticated com-
bined and simultaneous treatment of both phenomenological aspects
becomes necessary in order to transpose experimentally obtained
small scale information on to a full scale prototype.

For the structure dynamics the governing parameters of concern are

- loading processes (locally and timewise)
- natural frequencies of structures •
- material properties (e.g. yield strength).

• \
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For the fluiddynamics the initial conditions such as temperature
distribution, mass flow and pressure distribution are important
input data, which must be obtained from very careful measurements.
Likewise a detailed treatment of the "rupture simulation" {e.g.
applied valve and associated flow nozzles) is very helpful to
understand problems like the shift of a choking point, reflection
and formation of pressure waves etc. Recent publications give some
examples.

Liesch /10/ reevaluated some of the non-nuclear LOFT-experiments
with respect to the motion of the initial depressurization wave
entering the system at the beginning of the blowdown experiment.

First attempts with the non-equilibrium codes DRUFAN (lumped para-
meter approach) or DAPSY (1D-MECA-approach) failed to give a good
agreement with measured data (the accuracy of which seemed adequate
for comparison with analytical results).

Fig. 3 shows one of these early calculations with a typical pres-
sure plateau indicating a delayed depressurization. This plateau
could not be verified in the analysis by merely changing the dis-
charge area or' the frequently used CD-correction factor applied to
the calculated discharge rates. -

A careful investigation of the design and the function of the quick
opening blowdown valve (QOBV) simulating the anticipated rupture
of the recirculation line revealed a necessity of remodelling the
fluiddynamic situation all around the QOBV (fig. 4). Modelling of
the QOBV was done in such a way that the measured activation of
the QOBV piston (a boundary condition atypical to a postulated
LOCA-situation in a PWR) could be treated as input to the calcula-
tion in terms of its measured relationship between movement of
piston and generation of flow paths. Fig. 5 shows the improvement
of the comparison after remodelling the QOBV function. Adjustment
of the result is now merely obtained by the simulation of the
"as-given" boundary condition of the experiments. The movement of
the piston causes a first depressurization in the pipe limited by
a first early flow choking within a narrow flowpath downstream the
piston.

The need for a detailed description of the boundary conditions of
a systems test was also emphasized in a study, comparing various
semiscale tests equipped with different blowdown nozzles /11/.
Comparisons of the measured results from tests with two different
nozzles showed considerable influence even in core flow behaviour,
resulting in a shift of observed departure from nucleate boiling,
and in changed cooling conditions for the core simulator. This is
insofar not surprising.

Complete analytical understanding of those systems tests necessar-
ily requires careful modelling of the blowdown nozzle-configutation.
However, putting measured'systems'conditions from recorded test
data such as inlet and outlet flow from the lower and upper plenum
into the code does not serve the task of analytical verification
of the experiment, it comes close to a "call-result"-method as
far as systems-flow evaluation is concerned (fig. 6 ). Core flow
(the"safety relevant" parameter) is strongly coupled with systems-
flow which itself is determined by. systems-resistance, heat addi-
tion and break flow. If the tests are to be.veryfied as systems
tests the only admissible boundary conditions for influencing the

•
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calculations should be those measured experimental properties,
which are amenable to independent external manipulation like the
opening of a valve or a rupture disk, the electricity supply to
pumps or to fuel rod simulators etc.

Several authors /12 - 14/ investigated the influence of the initial
temperature distribution within a blowdown experiment on the propa-
gation of a depressurization wave into the pressurized system.
Experiments starting from stagnant initial conditions in specific
are suspect to suffer from the problem of reproducibility of ini-
tial temperature- (or enthalpy-) distribution. The initial temper-
ature distribution largely governs the integral and local depress-
urization of subcooled systems during blowdown. .The possibility
of misinterpreting experimental results increases with decreasing
size of the facility because the surface to volume ratio increases.
This effect is amplified by additional, overproportional heat con-
duction from the structures to the fluid which directly influences
the local void formation process. Local void formation, however,
is the governing mechanism limiting the speed of pressure wave
propagation. This important effect has to be included, if depressuri-
zation and wave-propagation are the main objectives of an experiment.

Horizontal water filled pipes are frequently used as experimental
facilities to study depressurization effects. Most of these tests
are carried out- with ratios of leak-area to systems volume atypical
for reactor safety assumptions. A full size diaphragm rupture of
the Super CANON-experiment /15/ e.g. results in an unrealistic
short blowdown time leading to a severity of the fluiddynamic
transient comparable to an equivalent transient caused by a
pressure vessel damage.

Correspondingly high are the requirements on accuracy and frequen-
cy response of the technique to measurement of void and tempera-
ture to provide understanding of the observed phenomena. Recalcu-
lations of such basic experiments with non-equilibrium codes prima-
rily serve the adjustment of unknown parameters determining empir-
ical correlations for interfacial mass and energy exchange. Care
must be taken to avoid false conclusions.

CANON-experiments showed good agreement of measured and calculated
void fraction" as long as the blowdown was not too fast and the
fluiddynamic transient not too severe. Rupture of the full-size
diaphragm left us with a problem for the analytical verification..
Void formation as well as the pressure-time function showed an
unexpected behaviour (fig. 7).
The assessment of this experiment would yield unreasonable results
if agreement with the analysis had to be forced by merely manipu-
lating parameters determining interfacial relationships like
bubble number, relative velocity or eddy conductivity. Careful in-
vestigation of measurements, however, have indicated that a verti-
cal non-uniform temperature distribution existed before starting
the experiment. This cannot he taken into account by codes merely
simulating 1D-fluiddynamics. Local differences between top and
bottom of the CANON-pipe.of up to 10°C'have been observed. .

i
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Grillenberger ani Osterle /16, 17/ have studied the effect of elas-
ticity of confining structures on the fluiddynamic response and
compared their results with a pressure wave propagation experiment
carried out by Battelle Frankfurt in a pressure vessel equipped
with internals. Better "analytical understanding" of the experiment
was obtained replacing the boundary condition "rigid wall" by de-
scribing the dynamic response of the structures more realistically.
Fig. 8 shows calculated pressure time functions with'rigid and
elastic walls indicating the obtained improvement. Using sound
velocity (Machnumber = 1) as the guiding parameter for the deter-
mination of the mass discharge rates has also been found to be
sufficiently accurate to describe measured values well within the
experimental errorbands, eliminating the need for unreasonable
correction factors. The only requirement for this method to be

R- successful is detailed information about initial temperature dis-
tribution of the fluid. Similar requirements have been found
necessary to improve the description of water level rise associated
with the sudden depressurization of water filled systems with a
free water level /12, 18/.

t? 4.2 Containment Experiments
V-' • '

? Containment experiments are carried out at the Battelle-Institute,
S, Frankfurt, to study the loading process of a model-containment and
fc its structures associated with the sudden release of pressurized
Si; or boiling water. These model experiments serve the purpose of code
£ verification as well as the experimental study of involved physical
î  phenomena such as fluiddynamics, heat transfer and in some cases
j? structural response.

|>: Limited accuracy has been observed in reanalysing experiments per-
§•-' formed in complicated systems by analytical methods in use for the
p . design of containments. Several reasons may be given which could
"£ be responsible for this results such as

rt - heterogenity of the fluid (water-steam separation)

! - inaccurate treatment of flow resistance in irregular
c shaped flow pathes

}". - heat transfer, to structures beeing a dominant factor in
small scaled experiments

- inaccurate measurement of discharge flow rate (which is
a determining boundary condition for a comprehensive
understanding of the containment loading process).

As a consequence simplified containment tests have been carried out
to eliminate some possible difficulties in the reanalysis. Simpli-
fications were assumed with respect to

- defined period of pure steam blowdown

- -configuration of compartments as a chain rather than a network

- installation of well defined orifices along the envisaged
flow pathes

resulting in a matrix of several additional tests (D-Serie).
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Lumped parameter codes' such as ZOCO, CORAN or CONTEMPT describe
complicated physical phenomena with various input parameters or
empirical correlations to be chosen by the code user. Together with
the option to nodalize a containment system, several possibilities
are offered to converge experimental and analytical results for
pressure (being the safety relevant variable).

TABLE

Sensitivity of Containment Simulation
to Various Physical Effects

Sensitivity of

compartment pressurization
(pressure differences)

depending on relation to
actual number of compart-
ment (should be chosen in-
|dependent of experiment)

max- pressure
(total contain-
ment)

on

(Problem)

important in
j combination with
j heat transfer
| assumptions

Nodalization'

•important in specific
•close' to the rupture for
Imixture blowdown

small
flow separation
and/or entrain-
ment for each
junction

(important, but influenced
;'by non-condensable gas
'content

|
I dependent on
I material of
i structures

considerable in case of
mixture blowdown

small if inte-
gral correction
for the total
blowdown possible

heat transfer from
atmosphere to
structures

variation of mass
and energy addi-
tion within the
error bands of
measurements

For the comparison of temperatures additional complication is to be
expected from nonequilibrium within two-component-two-phase mix-
tures and its associated nonhoraogenity.

The table shows the complexity of the task. Agreement can be en-
forced by manipulating options for three main parameters individu-
ally or simultaneously. Fortunatoxy, it can be observed that agree-
ment enforced- by this method in a particular variable mostly causes
disagreement in others. The choice of optimum nodalization should
be solved independent from the test to be reevaluated, being a
requirement for a successful application of the numerical solution
method implemented within a code. The error bands of the heat and
mass addition rates are errorbands of an important boundary con-
dition for the calculation and in so far they primarily limit the
achievable agreement of any analytical prediction to experircT its.
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Recent publications /20, 21, 22/ describe different attempts to
minimize discrepancies between experimental results of simplified
tests and analytical reevaluations with most frequently used codes.

The Battelle model containment has been designed as a T-J volume-
scaled mock-up of a PWR containment. Surface to volume ratio of the
mock-up is approximately 2,4 m"1 compared to the corresponding ratio
of 0.4 m"1 in a large containment. Furthermore there may be some
differences between the ratio of concrete to metal surfaces of the
mock-up and the real containment. This emphasises the need for a
careful description of heat exchange between fluid and the struc-
tures in simulating the experiment.

Reevaluations of various steam blowdown tests have shown the possi-
ble effect of large heat transfer-rates to the structure on the
local pressure built-up even for the short term transients. Rapidly
decreasing air content in the vicinity of the steam discharge
allows for high condensation rates for a short period of time be-
fore the surface temperature of the structure rises and limits
intermediate energy deposition within the surface of the structure.

GKSS has performed a reanalysis of the steam blowdown test D1 with
the lumped parameter code CORAN /23/. Applying a long known empiri-
cal correlation for local heat transfer associated with film con-
densation with simplified averaging assumptions concerning the
fluiddynami'j state within different compartments, GKSS calculated
large heat transfer coefficients exceeding 10 kW/m2K resulting in
up to 25% reduction of'net energy-flow into the discharge-com-
partment (fig. 9) .

This was in appearent contradiction to values indirectly obtained
from temperature measurements in specially equipped concrete
blocks yielding heat transfer coefficients less than < 0,8 kW/m2K
/20/.

In combination with the large surface to volume ratio of 2.4 m"1

this observation becomes plausible. Whilst for the analysis of
real reactor containments, the heat transfer to the structures has
been considered negligible this effect becomes important for the
understanding-of a small scale experiment. Provided the energy
addition rate per unit volume of the containment would be equal in
magnitude and in time function for the mock-up and the real con-
tainment this particular experiment still demonstrates that heat "
transfer to the structure in a real containment would result in a
thermal effect less than 5 % for a short period of time. Due to
the strong increases of temperatures in the outer layer of struc-
tures with small thermal conductivity this energy deficit rapidly
decreases. Over a long period of time it may correspond to a heat
transfer rate according to the Tagami correlation /24/, or the
results obtained from the concrete blocks.

Neglecting this observation in the reanalysis of the small scale
experiment could have led to wrong non-conservative conclusions
for the application of the experimental result to large real
systems. Agreement between calculated and measured pressure differ-
ences between adjacent compartments could also have been enforced
by a considerable reduction in the assumed resistance for junction
flow, but neglecting increased heat flow to the structure. Flow
resistance is always strongly dependent on the local geometry of
the restriction. A reduction in flow resistance applied to the full
scale system could then mean less safety.

^
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This is one classical example for the necessity to pay much atten-
tion to the a-typical characteristics of many small scale experi-
ments influencing the interpretation and extrapolation of test
results to full scale units. Furthermore, it stresses the need for
another experiment being scaled between the Battelle test facility
and a large reactor system. The HDR project offers a unique possi-
bility to check our codes describing containment pressurization in
applying it to a large scale experiment.

4.3 Core Cooling Experiments

Core Cooling Conditions are governed by the interaction of the
whole primary system with connected emergency core cooling instal-
lations. Mass flow, temperature and density in the core regions are
the most important, safety relevant variables which determine the
fuel temperatures during all phases of disturbed or normal opera-
tion of a reactor. These variables are coupled with flow behaviour
of the loops, characterized by resistance, heat exchange with other
components, and the size and location of the rupture.

ft

Experiments carried out to demonstrate the ability for successful
core cooling under abnormal operating conditions preferably are
performed as systems- or loop-experiments. Scaling of experiments
is normally done in a way to preserve some of the phenomena expec-
ted in real reactor systems. It is common use to keep the ratio
fluid volume/core power constant and obtain blowdown times similiar
to those known only from analytical computation with various kinds
of blowdown models. The largest existing system-test for core
cooling is the LOFT reactor, an expensive system which allows only
a small number of experiments to be performed. Complementary are
the Semiscale test loop at INEL, the ROSA II-facility at JAERI and
the LOBI test loop at Ispra,. all small scale facilities.

Scaling down test loops results in a considerable shift of possible
heat sources influencing the transient response of the fluid. Whilst
a large PWR has an average surface-to-volume ratio {excluded steam ^
generators, which in experiments are simulated by an extr^; compo-
nent scaled in the same manner as the core) of roughly 5 m " 1 , LOBI
or Semiscale have a corresponding value of 40 - 60 m~ *. The
depressurization caused by a LOCA results in a decrease of fluid
temperatures of up to 180cK within a couple of seconds leaving the
structures at relatively high temperatures. So the structure be-"
comes a heat source which in a small scale test may be of similar
magnitude as the decay-heat addition rate from the core or steam
generators.

Thus, overproportional additional steam is generated within the
piping system, which could eventually change the two-phase flow
resistance behaviour during the low-pressure portion of the blow-
down .

An estimation of the magnitude of the heat addition from the struc-
ture to the fluid has been performed on the basis of available
design information for the LOBI facility /25/. Blowdown calcula-
tions performed with BRUCH-D (Version 4) without heat slab simula-
tion yielded cooling conditions for typical structures. A separate
heat slab calculation resulted in an estimation on possible total
heat release from structures (except pressure vessel and secondary
steam generator simulator) given in fig. 10.
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§3" ' A dominant surface to volume ratio of 50 m"1 for unheated compo-
j* nents of the loop has been assumed. Fig. 10 shows that amount of

|j* heat which might be added to the fluid distributed within the loop
»f:r during the blowdown period. Its effect on local flow-resistance
Pg. and core flow is being studied presently. ̂ The result will be of
£r great importance for all attempts to compare results of small scale
•t$£ system experiments with code calculations and with the result of
||̂  equivalent experiments in larger scales (e.g. comparisons of semi-
igv. scale or LOBI-measurements with those expected from LOFT) . Also ,
f?- here it can be demonstrated that a. careful simulation of the typi-
ng' cal boundary condition of an experiment is a requirement to avoid
y^ misinterpretation of experimental results and facilitate explora-

tion to larger scaled units.

5. Conclusions

An attempt has been made to highlight the requirements to be put
on a model law in order to extrapolate the results of small-scale
experiments in reactor safety research to full-scale power reactor .
systems. Computer codes describing the functional relationships bet-
ween several physical unit-processes on the basis of first-
principle formulations are considered suitable for use as model
laws. These codes are in use to predict the behaviour of real
reactors for many years and have served as the design basis for
safety systems. These codes are also used to reevaluate or predict
the performance of relevant small-scaled experiments and therefore
help in understanding experimental observations.

Two-phase flow is a central physical process involved in many
safety relevant problems coupled with other processes such as heat
conduction, structure mechanics or condensation. Scaling down
experiments from the full-scale prototype normally results in a
shift of weight for involved physical processes and varies the
importance of boundary conditions inherent to the analytical de-
scription of the prototype as well as of the experiment. The
latter effect is primarily caused by the fact that exact dimensio-
nal similiarity and simultaneous dynamic similiarity (that means
equal behaviour of involved phenomena with respect to time) bet-
ween prototype and scaled experiment is impossible. Preference is
given for systems experiments to preserve dynamic similiarity as
far as possible by keeping the volume/power ratio constant.

Examples have been given to illustrate the importance of a careful
description of the technical boundary conditions of an experiment
within the analytical simulation model. Some experiments describing
pressure wave propagation effects, interaction between loop flow
and core cooling, or the pressurization of containments are inves-
tigated to characterise the question, how scaling
may influence the "scaling law". The surface/volume rar.xo seems to
be one of the most important factors to be taken into account. It
increases the magnitude of heat release from structures to the
fluid causing nonlinear fluiddynamic effects in particular experi-
ments. A careful analytical description of experimental tools like
a quick opening blowdown valve or the actual performance of a
rupture disc is likewise necessary to avoid misinterpretation of
measured and calculated behaviour of an experiment.

Accuracy of measurements, in specific those measurements which'are.
supposed to be important boundary conditions for analytical
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simulations has also been discussed as a factor limiting the over-
all agreement between "analysis-experiment".

If the above mentioned observations are taken into account one
could consider the analytical simulation performed by a code as a
"model law", describing the interaction of various involved physi-
cal processes invariant to the scaling of an experiment. This would
then allow extrapolation of experimental results with regard to their
impact for full size prototypes over one or more scaling magni-
tudes. The performance of some larger scaled systems-experiments
is highly desirable to confirm this opinion and to provide a sound
basis for large scaled separate-effects tests. The frequent appli-
cation of codes existing, and of those still in development, to a
large number of experiments by many experienced users may give us
the background for generally achieving the necessary accuracy in
predicting events in reactor safety, for which we have to design
equipment.

Accuracy of predicting simulations will nevertheless always be
limited, a fact which is reflected by sufficient safety margins
to be put on the result of best-estimate codes if they have to
serve as a design basis for safety systems.
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